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Saturated phospholipids, unsaturated phospholipids, and cholesterol are essential components
of cell membranes, making the understanding of their mutual interactions of great significance.
We have performed microsecond molecular dynamics simulations on ternary mixtures of DPPC/
POPC/ cholesterol to systematically examine lipid-lipid and cholesterol-lipid interactions in the
liquid-ordered and the liquid-disordered phases. The results show that there exists a competition between tighter packing of cholesterol-lipid and looser packing of lipid-lipid as the membrane
changes from the liquid-disordered phase to liquid-ordered phase. Depending on the lipid saturation, the favor of lipid-lipid interactions is in the order of saturated-saturated > monounsaturatedmonounsaturated > saturated-monounsaturated. Cholesterol-saturated lipid interactions are
more favorable than cholesterol-monounsaturated lipid ones. The results are consistent with the
push-pull forces derived from experiments and give general insights on the interactions among
membrane components.

1 Introduction
Cholesterol is an essential component of cell membranes playing a central role in maintaining the structure of the membranes
and regulating their functions 1,2 . Mixtures of phospholipids and
cholesterol form liquid-disordered (ld ) and liquid-ordered (lo )
phases at different cholesterol concentrations. While the lo state
has been considered as a good working model for lipid rafts, the ld
state mimics well the fluid, liquid crystalline phase of lipid membranes 3,4 . Study of the interactions of lipid-lipid and cholesterollipid in both ld and lo phases is important for further understanding of cell membranes 5,6 .
Saturated and unsaturated phospholipids interact differently
with each other and with cholesterol in different phases. The
diversity of their mutual interactions determines their spatial distribution in the membrane 5 .
Regen et al.
provided the first direct experimental measurements of the interactions between the saturated lipid and cholesterol and
also between the monounsaturated lipid and cholesterol in
the ld and lo phases using exchangeable mimics of 1,2dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC), 1-palmitoyl2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC), and cholesterol.
They showed that DPPC and cholesterol exhibit strong attraction
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in the lo phase but mix ideally in the ld phase, and that POPC
and cholesterol exhibit significant repulsion in the ld phase but
mix ideally in the lo phase 3,7 . More recently, they measured the
interactions between DPPC and POPC and found that such interactions are significantly repulsive in the ld phase but are neither
attractive nor repulsive in the lo phase 8 .
The interactions of lipid-lipid and lipid-cholesterol are nontrivial properties depending on the lipid saturation and also on
the mixture phase. Most of the simulations studying such interactions are based on binary mixtures, due to the difficulties of
reaching equilibrium in ternary mixtures 6 . However, since cell
membranes are composed of saturated lipids, unsaturated lipids,
and cholesterol, study on ternary mixtures can give more ideal
descriptions of such mutual interactions. In this paper, we perform microsecond all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
on the ternary mixtures of DPPC/POPC/cholesterol in ld and lo
phases. The results are consistent with available experiments and
give systematical descriptions of the mutual interactions between
various like or unlike species in different phases, which could be
helpful to deepen our understanding of lipid rafts 9 .

2 Methods
Two lipid bilayer systems were generated by means of the
CHARMM-GUI web-based tool 10,11 to simulate membranes in the
ld and lo phases. Each system has 128 lipid/cholesterol molecules
and 5120 TIP3P water molecules 12 , corresponding to a hydration
number of 40 water per lipid. The proportions of various lipid
species are carefully chosen to represent DPPC/POPC/cholesterol
ternary mixtures in different phases 13,14 . We prepared a bilayer
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in the lo phase using 36 DPPC, 36 POPC, and 56 cholesterol
(CHOL) molecules, which corresponds to a cholesterol concentration of 44%. In addition, we prepared a bilayer consisting of
52 DPPC, 52 POPC, and 24 CHOL, corresponding to a cholesterol concentration of 19%, which exhibits a more disordered
ld phase. MD simulations were performed using NAMD 2.9 15
and the CHARMM36 force field 16,17 . Each bilayer system was
equilibrated for 100 ns in the NPT ensemble at 1 atm and 303
K. A time step of 2 fs was used. Covalent bonds with hydrogen atoms of lipids were kept rigid using SHAKE 18 , and water
molecules were kept rigid using SETTLE 19 . The particle mesh
Ewald method was employed to compute long-range electrostatic
interactions 20 . The cutoff for Lennard-Jones interactions was set
to 12 Å and smoothly switched from 10 Å. Pressure was controlled by the Langevin piston Nosé-Hoover method 21 . Temperature was controlled by the Langevin dynamics with a damping
coefficient of 1 ps−1 22 . After equilibration, a 900 ns production
run was performed in the NVT ensemble for each bilayer system.

3 Results and discussion
The deuterium order parameter SCD of the lipid acyl tails is an important property to characterize the order of the lipid bilayer 23 .
The order parameter for each CH2 group in the lipid tails is defined as
1
SCD = (3 < cos2 θ > −1),
(1)
2
where θ is the angle between a C-H vector and the bilayer normal, and the angular brackets denote both ensemble and time
average. The resulting |SCD | obtained from the bilayer systems
considered, with 19% and 44% cholesterol, are shown in Figure 1. For both sn-1 and sn-2 chains of DPPC, the order parameters increase significantly (Figure 1a). The same trends are also
observed for both chains of POPC with relatively small order parameters in the middle of the sn-2 unsaturated chain due to the
double bond (Figure 1b). These results indicate an ordering of
the lipid bilayer with increasing cholesterol content, comparable
with a liquid-disordered (ld ) to a liquid-ordered (lo ) phase transition in binary systems 24–27 .
The packing of lipid-lipid and cholesterol-lipid pairs in the ld
and the lo phases are characterized by the lateral radial pair distribution function g(r), where r is the projected distance in the lateral plane between centers of mass (COM) of two molecules 28,29 .
As indicated by the decrease in the first peak of g(r) in Figure 2a, the packing of DPPC-DPPC becomes looser when the bilayer changes from the ld phase to the lo phase. In contrast, the
packing of POPC-POPC is almost not affected by the phases (Figure 2b). For DPPC-POPC, the packing also becomes looser in the
lo phase since the position of the first peak of g(r) has been shifted
far away (Figure 2c). The looser packing for DPPC-DPPC and
DPPC-POPC and the unaffected packing for POPC-POPC in the lo
phase seems in contradiction with most of the experimental and
computational results that lipid bilayers become more condensed
and more tightly packed at higher cholesterol concentration 2,6 .
However, we should remember that there are also pairs involving cholesterol in the ternary bilayer systems. For CHOL-DPPC,
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the first peak of g(r) becomes more apparent and increase significantly in the lo phase, indicating a more condensed packing
(Figure 2d). For CHOL-POPC, the packing is slightly tighter in
the lo phase as the first peak of g(r) becomes more evident (Figure 2e). For CHOL-CHOL, the packing is tighter as the first, second, and third peak of g(r) increase in the lo phase (Figure 2f).
Therefore, all the pairs involving CHOL become more tightly
packed at higher cholesterol concentration, which compensates
the looser packing effects of DPPC-DPPC and DPPC-POPC in the
lo phase and indicates a competition between tighter packing of
cholesterol-lipid and looser packing of lipid-lipid as the mixtures
condense.
In order to compare different kinds of interactions systematically, we calculate the potential of mean force (PMF) for lipidlipid and cholesterol-lipid pairs by
PMF(r) = −kB T ln g(r),

(2)

where g(r) is the lateral radial pair distribution function 30 . The
resulting PMF for lipid-lipid pairs in the ld phase and the lo phase
are shown in Figure 3a. In the pair distance of 6 Å < r < 10 Å,
the lowest profile is DPPC-DPPC in the ld phase, indicating that
interactions among saturated phospholipids in the ld phase are
most favorable. The highest profile is DPPC-POPC in the ld phase,
suggesting that interactions between saturated phospholipids and
monounsaturated phospholipids in the ld phase are most unfavorable, which is consistent with the push force measured by Regen
et al. 8 The resulting PMF for the pairs involving cholesterol are
shown in Figure 3b. In 6 Å < r < 10 Å, there is a clear minimum
for CHOL-DPPC in the lo phase compared to the other cholesterollipid interactions, which corresponds to the strong pull proposed
by Regen et al. 8 The interactions for CHOL-POPC in either the ld
phase or the lo phase are clearly unfavorable with respect to the
strong pull of CHOL-DPPC in the lo phase, which can be attributed
to the significant push between cholesterol and monounsaturated
phospholipids 3,8 . In contract to the other interactions, the PMF
for CHOL-CHOL has several local minima keeping the same positions in the ld phase and the lo phase, which indicates that the
favorable packing distances among cholesterol are not affected by
the phases.
The interactions between DPPC, POPC and CHOL are not very
intense. As a consequence, the distance to first neighbors is not
well defined (see Figure 2). For this reason, here we have adopted
a geometrical definition of first neighbors based on a Voronoi tesselation of the plane of the membrane, as introduced by Pandit
et al. 31 In our case, the centers of the Voronoi cells are given by
the projection on the XY plane of the center of mass of each of
the DPPC, POPC and CHOL molecules. The cell associated to a
given center is defined as the region which is closer to that center than to any other. Two molecules are considered to be first
neighbors if their corresponding Voronoi cells share an edge. We
calculate the number of first neighbors for each DPPC, POPC and
CHOL based on Voronoi cells in the ld and lo phases. The probability distribution for the number of first neighbors in Figure 4
shows that DPPC and POPC are more likely to have six first neighbors regardless of the membrane phases. In contrast, the packing

Fig. 1 Order parameter |SCD | for the acyl tails of DPPC (a) and POPC (b) in the liquid-disordered phase (with 19% cholesterol) and the liquid-ordered
phase (with 44% cholesterol).

Fig. 2 Lateral radial pair distribution function g(r) for DPPC/POPC/CHOL mixtures in the ld and lo phases.

of first neighbors around CHOL molecules changes with membrane phases. A CHOL molecule will have most likely six first
neighbors in the lo phase but five first neighbors in the ld phase.
Given the usual hexagonal local order of lipid or cholesterol units
in cell membranes, this fact is quite remarkable. Considering the
large proportion of CHOL molecules in membranes of the lo phase
(44% in our case), the changes of packing around CHOL can have
an impact on the interactions among membrane components.
Another way to look at the lipid-lipid and lipid-cholesterol pairing is by obtaining the corresponding effective association constants. Two kinds of different lipids A and B can form three kinds

of first neighbor pairs, i.e. AA, BB, and AB. The mutual interactions between lipids A and B in equilibrium can be characterised
by an effective association constant, K, defined by
K=

[AB]2
,
[AA][BB]

(3)

where [AA], [BB], and [AB] stand for the number of first neighbor pairs of each class. Random mixing is achieved when K =
4.0, repulsions are indicated by K < 4.0, and attractions are indicated by K > 4.0. To quantitatively reveal the pair interactions
among various membrane components, we calculate the effective
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Fig. 3 Potential of mean force (PMF) for lipid-lipid (a) and cholesterol-lipid (b) pairs in the ld (solid line) and the lo (dash line) phases.

association constant K among different species in our simulation
and compare it with analogous equilibrium constants obtained in
experiment under similar conditions 8 . The association constant K
for DPPC-POPC interactions shows an increase from less than 4.0
in the ld phase to more than 4.0 in the lo phase, which qualitatively agrees with experiments and indicates the repulsion in the
ld phase and the attraction in the lo phase. The increase of K is
also observed in the case of CHOL-DPPC interactions, corresponding to a strong attraction in the lo phase. Finally, for the case of
CHOL-POPC interactions, we also obtain a good qualitative agreement with experiments in the lo phase, whereas in the ld phase
the simulation result of K = 6.2 is not in agreement with experiment, which reveals a repulsive interaction 8 . The difference with
experiment could be due to the difference in composition of the
membrane used in the simulations, which could alter the subtle
balance between push and pull forces which define lipid pairings.
Table 1 Effective association constants K for various pair interactions in
the ld and lo phases obtained from our simulations.

interactions
DPPC-POPC
CHOL-DPPC
CHOL-POPC

phase
ld
lo
ld
lo
ld
lo

K
3.8 ± 0.1
5.2 ± 0.4
5.3 ± 0.4
6.6 ± 0.2
6.2 ± 0.3
4.3 ± 0.2

4 Conclusions
We have systematically examined the mutual interactions among
saturated phospholipids, monounsaturated phospholipids, and
cholesterol in the liquid-ordered and the liquid-disordered
phases by performing microsecond MD simulations on the
ternary mixtures of DPPC/POPC/cholesterol. The results show
that there exists a competition between tighter packing of
cholesterol-lipid and looser packing of lipid-lipid as the membrane changes from the liquid-disordered phase to liquidordered phase. Depending on the lipid saturation, the fa4|
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vor of lipid-lipid interactions is in the order of saturatedsaturated > monounsaturated-monounsaturated > saturatedmonounsaturated. The cholesterol-saturated lipid interaction is
more favorable than cholesterol-monounsaturated lipid interaction, though the push force of the latter one reduces significantly
as the mixtures condense. The results are in overall good agreement with the pull-push forces derived from experiments and give
general insights on the interactions among membrane components.
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